Strike

Falcon Longbow

Strike Hunter

The Falcon longbow
has a quick responsive
feel that makes it a
perfect hunting
companion. Crafted from
a variety of domestic and
exotic hardwoods and
accented with a hand
stitched leather grip. The
Falcon, like its name
sake, is both beautiful
and deadly. Available 62”,
64” or 66”.
Falcon

Quick, maneuverable, and hard hitting.
The TimberHawk Strike Hunter, available in
54” and 60” is right at home in the thickest
eastern timber. To the steepest most remote
mountain ridge in the west.
Featuring a riser of either exotic Shedua or
Bubinga . And Maple Actionwood limb cores
with your choice of black or brown Gordon
glass.

Strike Premier
The TimberHawk Strike Premier takes all
the attributes of the Strike Hunter, then turn it
into the custom bow of your dreams.
The three piece riser features a bold ﬂared
wedge with your choice of a wide range of
exotic or domestic woods.
The limbs are maple Actionwood with
a large variety of in stock veneers,
and clear Gordan glass to show
oﬀ the wood grain underneath.
Available in 54” or 60”.

Strike Premier
Strike Hunter

Contact us for available
options for all bows.
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Unsurpassed
Beauty and
Performance

Talon T/D

Odyssey T/D

The Talon Hunter is a no-nonsense hunting
bow with all the quality, care, and attention to
detail that are hall marks of a TimberHawk
Bow. The Hunter is a smooth, stable, and
reliable bow that will please any archer.
The Talon Premier allows you to let your
imagination run wild! The Talon Premier is
everything that the most discriminating archer
could want to create in a one of a kind bow.
The bold and graceful ﬂared wedge, three
piece riser can be made from any
combination you choose of both domestic and
exotic hardwoods available, along with three
back over-lays for an extra touch of classic
elegance. Available in lengths 56” to 64”.

If you are looking for a bow that has the
stability and speed of a recurve, with the
quick handling agility of a longbow, then the
“Odyssey” is your bow. The Odyssey is a
reﬂex/deﬂex design while still retaining the
classic “D” shape when strung. Available in
60”, 62” and 64” lengths and weights to 65#.
Whether you prefer the basic no frills “Hunter”
or the more beautiful than it needs to be
“Premier”, the Odyssey will not disappoint.

Talon Premier $979
Talon Hunter $649

Talon ILF Riser
For many years the Talon TD
recurve has been known for its
comfort-able, positive grip, and
easy pointing characteristics.
Add to that the interchangeable, highly tunable
“International Limb Fitting “.
Enter the TALON ILF riser.All of
the shooter friendly
characteristics of the TALON
series recurves, with the
versatility of ILF limb system.
Available in 15”, 17” and 19”.

$649

Mission Statement

1 Corinthians 10:31 says do everything as if
for the Lord. I will strive to do that with every
bow I build. Isaiah 55:11 says that Gods Word
always accomplishes its intended work. Each
TimberHawk bow has a scripture reference
written on it. It is my prayer this seed will lead
someone to the Savior.

Contact

Bowyer: Scott Mitchell
2621 St Rd 446 Heltonville In 47436
phone: 812-276-5430
www.timberhawkbows.com
email: scott@timberhawkbows
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Odyssey Premier $979
Odyssey Hunter $649

